A Review on Role of Post-transcriptional Gene Silencing in Crop Improvement
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Abstract

Gene silencing is an important tool for increasing the yield of crops and plays an important role in revolutionizing agriculture. In agriculture, gene silencing is done by post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) and transcriptional gene silencing (TGS), which are caused by sequence-specific RNA degradation and reduced RNA synthesis due to promoter methylation, respectively. Therefore, employing a gene-silencing approach is among the crucial methods for examining how different genes work [2]. Scientists originally discovered gene silencing when experimenting with transgenic petunia plants that expressed the chalcone synthase (CHS) gene, a gene thought to be involved in the pathway that produces the flavonoid anthocyanins that give flowers their color [3]. It was noticed when the CHS gene was overexpressed in plants that produced colored flowers, the CHS gene produced a different phenotype, and white color flowers were produced. This process is known as co-suppression. After some time, it was
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1. Introduction

A new global report has claimed that almost half of the world’s population is getting poor nutrition [1]. The growth rate of agricultural products has been higher than the population growth rate, which is an indicator of success on the agricultural front. Plants exhibit two different types of gene-silencing phenomena: post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) and transcriptional gene silencing (TGS), which are caused by sequence-specific RNA degradation and reduced RNA synthesis due to promoter methylation, respectively. Therefore, employing a gene-silencing approach is among the crucial methods for examining how different genes work [2]. Scientists originally discovered gene silencing when experimenting with transgenic petunia plants that expressed the chalcone synthase (CHS) gene, a gene thought to be involved in the pathway that produces the flavonoid anthocyanins that give flowers their color [3]. It was noticed when the CHS gene was overexpressed in plants that produced colored flowers, the CHS gene produced a different phenotype, and white color flowers were produced. This process is known as co-suppression. After some time, it was
reported that co-repression arises from the suppression of the process of transcription or the post-transcriptional destruction of transcripts [4].

Transcriptional gene silencing is the suppression of the transcription process involving changes, e.g., chromatin remodeling or histone methylation of promoter sequences at the DNA level which leads to switch-off transcription. The transcription gene silencing process takes place in the nucleus and displays stable inheritance [4, 5]. TGS does not involve the process of systemic silencing, whereas the PTGS pathway is found in many cellular regulatory networks [6, 7]. Contrary to TGS, PTGS takes place in the cytosol and involves specific sequence mRNA degradation and exhibits the phenomenon of systemic silencing. It silences the unfamiliar DNA in transposons (jumping genes), and transgenes (artificial genes). Viruses comprise similar mechanisms called RNAi in animals and quelling in fungi [8, 9]. Such procedures were initially identified through research involving viral vectors [10], transgenes [3, 11] as well as injected double stranded RNAs [12] where the unrelated RNA and DNA had been premised upon the expression of endogenous genes. These procedures are instances of natural viral defense mechanisms. These defense mechanisms were focused against these endogenous RNAs because of the presence of alien nucleic acids, causing the organism to exhibit a phenocopy of the linked genes’ loss-of-function (LOF) mutations [12, 13]. Regulation of gene expression by sequence can be inhibited both at the level of post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) and transcription gene silencing (TGS), RNAi is known to be an important biological process of PTGS [14].

To enhance crop productivity, gene silencing mechanisms via a variety of necessary components, like DCL proteins, AGO proteins, and RDR proteins can be used [15]. Therefore, RNA gene silencing is an important platform to improve crop quality, reduce plant disease and remove harmful pathogens [16]. RNA interference strategies have been used in a variety of plant types to combat different insects, diseases, and pests (Table 1) [17].

2. Post-transcriptional Gene Silencing

Post-transcriptional gene silencing occurs in the cytoplasm and involves the degradation and precise targeting of mRNA transcripts of genes [18]. Post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) takes place via biological degradation of messenger RNA. Post transcriptional gene silencing mechanisms is shown in Figure 1. Post transcriptional gene silencing as well as transcriptional gene silencing are related mechanically.

![Figure 1](image-url). Mechanism of post-transcriptional gene silencing including ribozymes; antisense RNA and RNA interference. Adapted from Hammond et al. [18].
Table 1. Implementation of RNA interference technique in numerous plant species to combat various insects, pests, and pathogens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Experimented Plant</th>
<th>Insect/Pathogen</th>
<th>Aim of the Experiment</th>
<th>Genes to be Targeted</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>Meloidogyne species</td>
<td>RNA interference was used to suppress the parasitism gene.</td>
<td>16D10</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Oryza sativa L.</td>
<td>Magnaporthe grisea</td>
<td>A rice homolog of SS12 (OsSS12) was functionally analyzed for disease resistance.</td>
<td>OsSSI2</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prunus domestica L.</td>
<td>Plum Pox Virus (PPV)</td>
<td>PTGS (RNAi) was used to develop viral tolerance in a perennial woody plant.</td>
<td>PPV coat protein gene</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gossypium hirsutum</td>
<td>Helicoverpa armigera</td>
<td>Plant-mediated RNAi was used to silence the P450 gene CYP6B6 from the cotton bollworm monooxygenase gene.</td>
<td>Cytochrome P450 gene (CYP6AE14)</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Oryza sativa L.</td>
<td>Nilaparvata lugens</td>
<td>RNA interference-mediated knockdown of midgut genes in dsRNA-transgenic plants.</td>
<td>NIHT1, NLcar, Nltry</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nicotiana rustica</td>
<td>Bemisia tabaci</td>
<td>Enhanced white fly resistance through RNA expression.</td>
<td>v-ATPase</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Zea mays</td>
<td>Diabrotica virgifera</td>
<td>RNA interference-based coleopteran insect pest control</td>
<td>Genes encoding proteins</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Citrus aurantifolia</td>
<td>Citrus tristeza virus (CTV)</td>
<td>Transgenic plants created by transformation that possess the CTV coat protein gene</td>
<td>CTV (citrus tristeza virus)-CP (coat protein)</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Juglans regia L.</td>
<td>Agrobacterium tumefaciens</td>
<td>Utilizing oncogene silencing technology to create crops resistant to crown gall</td>
<td>Tryptophan mono-oxygenase (iaaM) and isopentenyl transferase (ipt)</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Genus Malus</td>
<td>Venturia inaequalis</td>
<td>Employing a hairpin vector strategy to significantly add resistance to <em>V. inaequalis</em></td>
<td>GFP transgene and tri-hydroxy-naphthalene reductase gene (THN)</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 Ribozymes

Ribozymes are catalytic RNA molecules that cleave mRNA with high specificity and are used to block gene expression (Figure 2). The RNase H family can be found in nearly all microorganisms from bacteria to eukaryotes and targets RNA of a DNA-RNA hybrid. Ribozymes are usually concerned with mRNA degradation. Ribozymes are catalytic RNA molecules that carry out gene silencing and are employed to suppress the expression of genes. By cleaving mRNA molecules, these chemicals virtually shut down the genes (no protein) from which these mRNAs were generated post-transcriptionally. Ribonuclease P ribozyme is a type of ribonuclease enzyme which breaks RNA molecules and group II intron ribozymes [28, 29].

There are various types of ribozyme motifs such as hammerhead ribozyme (HHR) motifs, short hairpin ribozyme (self-cleaving) motifs, hepatitis delta virus (HDV) motifs, group I introns motifs, group II introns motifs, and ribonuclease P ribozyme (RNaseP) motifs (Figure 3). The hammerhead ribozymes (HHR) motifs, short hairpin ribozymes motifs, and hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme motifs are commonly found in some viroids. Group I intron motifs (self-splicing) and group II intron motifs are generally found in bacteria, bacteriophages, and eukaryotes. The *E. coli* RNase P ribozyme is well recognized for its capacity to combine with a protein cofactor and break the phosphodiester bonds of several transfer precursors [28-30].

---

**Figure 2.** Schematic representation of ribozyme mechanisms. Adapted from Phylactou *et al.* [28].

**Figure 3.** Schematic representation of ribozyme mechanisms. Adapted from Phylactou *et al.* [28].
2.2 Antisense technology

The term "antisense RNA" (asRNA), also known as "antisense transcript", "antisense oligonucleotides", and "NAT" (natural antisense transcript), refers to a single-stranded ribonucleic acid which is complementary to a protein-coding messenger ribonucleic acid with which it is hybridized and thereby prevents that messenger RNA (mRNA) from being translated into a protein [31-33]. Prokaryotes and eukaryotes both contain antisense RNA, which can be divided into long ncRNAs (>200 nt.) and short ncRNAs (200 nt. non-coding RNAs). The sense strand, the strand of the normal gene that is not transcribed becomes oriented in the 5ˈ→ 3ˈ direction concerning its promoter and antisense strand, and the strand of the normal gene is transcribed since now its orientation is 3ˈ→5ˈ direction (Figure 4). The primary purpose of antisense RNA is to control gene expression by inhibiting the translation process. Antisense RNA may also be produced artificially and is extensively used as a research tool for improving crop productivity [33-35].

2.3 RNA interference

Cells frequently employ the RNAi method to control gene expression. The gene silencing process comes into existence due to the presence of double-stranded RNA molecules in the cells which interact with various RNA processing proteins [17]. The dsRNA molecule is next fragmented into tiny dsRNA pieces by an enzyme known as Dicer. These small dsRNAs fragments, including interfering RNA and micro RNAs, are approximately 21-23 nt. in length [36].

![Antisense RNA technology](image)

Figure 4. Antisense RNA technology. Adapted from Saberi et al. [32].
The AGO (Argonaute) proteins (Figure 5), which are crucial elements of the RNA interference pathways, are integrated into many subunit proteins known as the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which also include tiny double-stranded RNA fragments [37]. A natural phenomenon that silences genes called RNAi is triggered by dsRNA molecules that stop specific genes from being expressed (Figures 5 and 6).

**Figure 5.** Mechanism of Dicer and Argonaute proteins.

*TRBP* - Transactivation response element RNA-binding protein, ensures efficient Dicer processing of precursor [9].

**Figure 6.** RNA interference leading to gene silencing. Adapted from Sijen et al. [17].

### 3.1 Dicer-Like proteins

Dicer-like proteins belong to the ribonucleases III family of endoribonucleases containing DExDbox RNA Helicase-C, PAZ (Piwi/Argonaute/Zwille), DUF283 (unknown functions), ribonuclease III, and double-stranded ribonucleic acid-binding domains [38, 39]. Dicer-like proteins cleaves dsRNA. Dicer enzyme-1 conducts pre-miRNA recognition and miRNA production, whereas Dicer enzyme-2 cleaves dsRNA to produce siRNA, although it also has non-canonical functions such as induction of apoptosis, DNA repair, and chromatin remodeling (Figure 7). Dicer-like proteins perform the
Figure 7. Mechanism of action of Dicer-like protein. Adapted from Montavon et al. [40].

First step of the RNA interference mechanisms, in which cleavage of double-stranded RNA produces short RNA, which is 21-24 nucleotides in length [38-40]. Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille domain has phosphate-binding pockets made of arginine (Arg) constituents that are necessary for the breakdown of double-stranded RNAs and identification of the 5'-phosphorylated end of pre-miRNA [41, 42].

2.3.2 Argonaute (AGO) proteins

Argonaute proteins are quite precise small ribonucleic acid-binding molecules that are important components of RNA-induced gene silencing complex (RISC) in a silencing pathway [8, 43]. The effector phase of silencing is carried out by Argonaute proteins, which are associated with sRNAs generated initially to direct RNA sequence-specific regulation of gene expression. Argonaute proteins have a crucial function in alternative splicing, gene activation and inhibition, gene integrity and mRNA cleavage (Figure 8).

There are three conserved domains exist in Argonaute proteins, according to structural research, which are the Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille domain, the Middle domain and the Piwi domain. The NTD (N-terminal domain) consists of the N-terminus site and Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille domain which, respectively, make it easier for sRNAs to be separated and bind the thirty ends of the bound sRNA. The C-terminus lobes contain the Middle domain and Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille domain, and the binding pocket that connects these domains at their intersections (5’ ends of sRNAs) [44]. However, the ribonuclease H enzymes that cleave ribonucleic acid strands behave in the same way as the Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille domain [45].
2.3.3 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) proteins

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase proteins carry out RNA amplification of silencing in many stages of RNA interference cascades, which include the process of converting single-stranded RNA to double-stranded RNA (reverse transcription). A new cycle of RNA interference is initiated when proteins that act as dicers further process double-stranded RNA.

First, a strand of the dsRNA molecule, known as the guide strand, binds to the RNA-inducing silencing complex, whereas the second strand referred to as the "passenger strand" or antisense strand, is degraded. The part of the fragment that continues to be coupled to the RNA-induced silencing complex, either the guide strand or the passenger strand, directs the sequence-specific silencing of the target messenger RNA molecules (Figure 9) [36].

In sRNA, the phase and repeat-associated siRNA are found on RNA-dependent RNA polymerase proteins for biogeny, while micro-RNAs and short hairpin-derived small RNAs are RNA-dependent RNA polymerase proteins independent RNA [46].

RNA-dependent RNA polymerases were first studied in plants, animals, and viruses. Small RNA was identified as a component of the genome of less evolved creatures and was identified as a new RdRP catalytic domain [47]. The RdRp catalytic domain is a member of the structural protein classification, which was initially used to identify a viral gene replication enzyme that was present in RNA viruses. The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase catalytic domain plays a role in maintaining genome integrity, messenger RNA-template formation, post-transcriptional gene silencing, and defense against extracellular ribonucleic acids and deoxyribonucleic acids [48, 49]. Genetic engineering strategies for biotic and abiotic resistance enhanced self-life and quality improvement in horticultural crops [50] (Figure 10). Figure 10 illustrates the potential applications of PTGS in agriculture and crop improvement.

PTGS has practical implications for agriculture with potential benefits for farmers. PTGS is a mechanism that regulates gene expression by degrading messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules, thereby preventing the translation of specific genes. This technology has several applications in agriculture, offering crop protection, improved crop quality, increased yield, enhanced stress tolerance, extended shelf Life, delayed senescence, and biofortification [15, 49, 50].

![Figure 8. Role of Argonaute proteins. Adapted from Simon et al. [45].](image-url)
**Figure 9.** RNA dependent RNA polymerase proteins. Adapted from Wilson and Doudna [36].

**Figure 10.** Application of gene silencing technology. Adapted from Uluisik et al. [50].
3. Limitations

While post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) methods, such as RNA interference (RNAi), hold great promise for various applications, they also face several challenges and constraints. Some of the key challenges associated with PTGS methods include:

3.1 Off-target effects

One of the major challenges is that the process of silencing molecules (e.g., siRNAs) may inadvertently target and suppress the expression of unintended genes. This lack of specificity can lead to unpredictable consequences and impact the interpretation of experimental results or the safety of therapeutic applications.

3.2 Duration and stability of silencing

The transient nature of PTGS effects can be a limitation. Maintaining sustained gene silencing over an extended period, especially in therapeutic applications, is challenging. Additionally, the stability of RNAi molecules can be influenced by factors such as degradation by nucleases and dilution over time.

3.3 Ethical and regulatory considerations

The use of PTGS methods, especially in therapeutic contexts, raises ethical considerations related to genetic manipulation and potential long-term effects. Regulatory frameworks must address safety concerns and ensure the responsible and ethical application of PTGS technologies.

3.4 Cost and scalability

The cost of developing and implementing PTGS methods, particularly for therapeutic purposes, can be a limiting factor. Ensuring cost-effectiveness and scalability for widespread use is essential for the practical application of these technologies. Researchers and biotechnologists continue to address these challenges through ongoing research and technological innovations aimed at improving the precision, safety, and efficiency of PTGS methods. Advances in delivery technologies, molecular design strategies, and a deeper understanding of the underlying biology are expected to contribute to overcoming these constraints over time. All the recently available transcriptional gene silencing and post-transcriptional gene silencing methods have their benefits and limitations. Careful selection of the target sequences and regulation of gene expression of small interference RNAs of specific length may aid in reducing the selection of off-target genes. Numerous forecasting algorithms have been created using cutting-edge in-silico technology to help in the selection of target gene areas that minimize off-target gene silencing. We discussed various aspects of RNA interference gene silencing pathways like RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRp), Argonaute proteins (AGOs) and their applications in the improvisation of agricultural yield. Addressing these challenges requires ongoing research and development to improve the design, delivery, and specificity of PTGS methods while considering the unique characteristics of each target gene and experimental system.
4. Conclusions

Our review article is mainly focusing on gene silencing, which is the most important technology in agriculture for improving crop productivity. Post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) research has been an active area of investigation that has been primarily focused on RNA interference (RNAi) pathways and related mechanisms. The potential future developments or areas of research that may have been explored or have evolved in the field of PTGS include: precision targeting and delivery systems; CRISPR-Cas technologies integration; and therapeutic applications. The easy characterization of abiotic and biotic stress has been accomplished with the use of gene silencing relying on the PTGS approach. RNAi is a popular method used for improving nutritional traits. RNAi can also be used for advanced genetics. RNAi is a very fast and powerful method of gene silencing. The recent advances in post-transcriptional gene silencing are popularly used for gene function analysis. Today agricultural technology needs more molecular and genomics techniques. Gene silencing develops viral resistance in plants and the production of male sterile plants. In addition, the latest techniques of gene silencing with increased accuracy provide more benefits for improving crop quality.
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